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INTRODUCTION

Ion cyclotron resonance heating (ICR.H) with fast waves has been investi-
gated on DIII-D in both the fundamental hydrogen minority (32 MHz, 2.14 T)
and second harmonic hydrogen majority (60 MHz, 1.97 T) regimes. The main
purpose of these experiments was to characterize the fast wave coupling and
propagation in preparation for upcoming fast wave current drive (FWCD) ex-
periments. For the fundamental minority regime, the electron and ion heating,
global confinement, and radiated power fraction are compared for ICRI-I and
NBI discharges with Paux -_ 1 MW.

The ICP_-I experiments were conducted using a four strap antenna which
was designed for current drive experiments. 1 The antenna is fed by a single 2 MW
30-60 MHz transmitter. Fbr ICPJ_I experiments, either (0,0,0,0) or (0,¢r,0,_r)
phasing was used. The launched parallel index of refraction for (0,¢r,0,Tr) phasing
is !rtll] _ 21 at 32 MHz, and InHl . 11 at 60 MHz.

FUNDAMENTAL HEATING

Ion cyclotron resonance heating experiments on DIII-D in the fundamental
hydrogen minority regime displayed similar heating characteristics to neutral
beam injection (NBI). A single-shot comparison of ICR.II and NBI at equal
injected power is shown in Fig. 1 for a single-null-divertor deuterium plasma
with a 2% hydrogen fraction (measured spectroscopically). The diamagnetic
stored energy increased by 40 kJ for both heating methods, though during NBI
the stored energy determined from MHD analysis increased by 50 kJ, indicating
a sign.'fflcant parallel fast ion content. The central Te increased by 0.43 keV
during ICR.H compared to 0.33 keV during NBI, but the total radiated power
was 125 kW greater during ICl:LH than during NBI.

The electron and ion temperature profiles during ICl:LH and NBI are com-
pared in Fig. 2. The temperature profiles during ICRH are slightly more peaked
than during NBI, indicating that the power deposition is more central. A full
wave code analysis 2 calculates that 72% of the rf power is absorbed by the hydro-
gen minority at its fundamental resonance, while 28% of the rf power is directly
absorbed by the electrons through electron Landau damping and transit time

" Work supported by the U.S. Department of Energy under Contract Nos. DF_,-AC03-
89ER51114 and DE-AC05-84OR21400.

t Plasma Fusion Center, MIT, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139



magnetic pumping. This direct electron absorption is a result of the high ]n!l i
launched by the four strap antenna at 32 MHz.

The energy confinement time during fundamental hydrogen minority heat-
ing from the ICRtt database is plotted in Fig. 3 against the ITER-89 power law
_caling relation: a

"rE = O.048I°'SSR_'2a°'ar_°'_B°'2(A_/P)°'s (1)

The ITER scaling relations have previously been found to agree with ECH 4 as
well as NBI L-mode shots on DIII-D. Although the 32 MHz ICRI-I database is

not large, the energy confinement time during ICRH is in reasonable agreemcnt
with the ITER scaling relation.

The radiated power fraction, defined as the total radiated power emitted
from inside the separatrix divided by the total input power, is plotted in Fig. 4 for
the ohmic, ICRtt, and NBI phases. At the highest rf power levels, the radiated
power fraction was slightly higher than during the ohmic or NBI phase. The
measured Z_ff during ICI:I.H is shown in Fig. 5, and is also slightly higher than
during the ohmic or NBI phase. As shown in Ref. 5, covering the vessel wails
with a boron/carbon coating greatly decreased boththe metal impurities and
the radiated power.

The effectiveness of fundamental ICRtt for high minority concentrations
was studied by puffing in hydrogen gas on several shots. As the hydrogen fraction
was raised from less than 3% to _ 25%, the stored energy during; ICRH decreased
while the radiated power increased. However, even for hydrogen fractions as
large as 25%, significant electron heating was still observed, as shown in Fig. 6.
Using Stix's isotropic formula for minority heating, B for H/(H + D) = 0.25 only
37% of the power absorbed by the hydrogen minority should go to the electrons
via collisions with the minority tail. Since the electron heisting from mode
converted ion Bernstein waves is calcuia_ed to be negligible, ,mbstantial direct
electron heating may be occurring. 7

SECOND HARMONIC HEATING

The time history of a typical ICRH shot in the second harmonic hydrogen
majority regime is shown in Fig. 7. An ion temperature increase of 0.35 keV

during ICI:kH was observed by a neutral-particle charge-exchange (CX) analyzer.
This mass-resolving CX analyzer, oriented perpendicular to 'the toroidal[ field,
observed a significant hydrogen tail at 4-5 times the bulk ion temperature, as
shown in Fig. 8. Since the hydrogen tail temperature is relatively low, the
electron heating was relatively weak (AT_ _ 0.15 keV). The increase in stored
energy indicated a plasma heating efficiency that was only 75% that for NBI
heating or fundamental hydrogen minority heating.
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CONCLUSIONS :. ,-

Plasma heating by fast waves was .
observed in both the fundamental hydrogen
minority and second harmonic hydrogen ma- : " ""
jority regimes. In the fundamental minority , ._'--"' .---_
regime, the global plasma heating was nearly "_ _ "
the same as for NBI at equivalent power. The ._0 ,:
temperature profiles were slightly more peak- "_.... ' ---- - --
ed during ICRH than during NBI. Impurity '_v_ -...... .,
influx and radiated power loss were sLightly ':,

t_,d '_1.:.larger for the ICRH cases (without carboniza- .._. .... - .-.-....tion or boronization). Strong electron heat- - .
ing during ICR.H was observed in this regime 00_-" "_-....
even with hydrogen fractions as large as 25%. r:,,E,_,-_
In the second harmonic majority regime, less
efficient plasma heating was observed, though Fig. l Time history of fundamen-

tal hydrogen minority heating (first
a perpendicular hydrogen tail at 4-5 times pulse) and neutral beam injection (sec-
the bulk ion temperature was observed. These ond pulse) (lp = 0.7 MA. BT = 2.14 T.
results demonstrate that the DIII-D FWCD n = 2 x 1013 ¢m-3).
antenna efficiently excites the fast wave.
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Fig. 8. Hydrogen tail observed by a neutral parti-
Fig. 7. Time history of second harmonic hydrogen ¢le CX analyzer during second harmonic hydrogen
heating for a hydrogen fraction of 53% (lp = 1 MA, heating for a hydrogen fraction of 73% (lp = 1 MA,
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